Program/Distributions Committee
November 2020 Grant Recommendations

Goal: Create an Equitable Community

Education Action Area

Recommendation is supported by:

- Community Impact Grant Fund: Unrestricted fund for general charitable and educational purposes.

Greater Rochester Parent Leadership Institute: $25,000
The Parent Leadership Cohort is a 21-week civics and leadership training program for parents in Monroe County that focuses on parent leadership, strengthening connections among people of different backgrounds, and local politics and policy.

-------------------------

Poverty Action Area

Recommendation is supported by:

- Community Impact Grant Fund: Unrestricted fund for general charitable and educational purposes.

Teen Empowerment: $60,000
This year, while continuing to adapt to COVID realities, the Center for Teen Empowerment is implementing their phased growth strategy to bring TE’s neighborhood-based youth organizing model to scale in Rochester. The strategy will embed homegrown youth leaders, who engage 600 to 1,000 peers and community adults in community uplift initiatives, in each of the three most challenged city quadrants. They will begin with fortifying their current Southwest site and bridging to their second site in the Northeast quadrant.